Heian Kimono Experience and
Painting Workshop for Folk Toy at ‘ Momijino-Ga ‘ .

You can experience the Japanese Traditional Kimono and ‘ Tsuboshozoku
‘ which is a noblewoman’s town wear 1000 years ago at Heian period.
We also prepare a workshop space of painting ‘ Manekineko‘ and ‘ Inuhariko’.
Tsubosyozoku

Manekineko

Inuhariko

HEIAN KIMONO EXPERIENCE
 TSUBOSHOZOKU : Sunny Day ….9AM- 4PM JPY 6000( without tax )
Rainy Day….9AM- 4PM JPY 3500( without tax )
FREE SIZE
You choose your favorite kimono style and enjoy walking in the Miyajima Island up to 1 hour half
after we help you get dressed.
There is the ‘ Momijidani Park’ which is the beautiful rich nature and matched with your kimono
around Momijino-Ga. You can enjoy to the fullest in 1 hour half.
The town wear of a noble woman 1000 years ago in Japan is very beautiful and elegant.
Please make a unforgettable memories!


You can’t enter the Itsukushima shrine with the Tsuboshozoku. Please check it out with a map.



If it’s raining, this plan will be allowed only in the inside of shop.



There are not so many places to experience the ‘TSHBOSHOZOKU’ in Japan.
Besides, as it is free size, the design and color won’t be changed because of the size.
We strongly recommend you to try on ‘TSUBOSHOZOKU’ than Kimono as you can really enjoy
the genuine sense of a noblewoman 1000 years ago in Japan. It doesn’t tight you up, it will be
very easy to wear as well.

 KIMONO : Sunny Day Only….JPY 7000 ( without tax ) 9AM – 1PM
( If you started after 1pm, the walking time will be only 3 hours.)
You choose a Kimono fit your body and enjoy walking in the Miyajima Island up to 4 hours after we
help you get dressed.
Since these Kimono is the special one for foreigner, the design and size is a bit different with the
Kimono for Japanese. Thank you for your understanding.


When it’s raining, please be informed that we’re very sorry that we don’t do this plan.

PAINTING WORKSHOP FOR FOLK TOY
 Manekineko : JPY 1700 ( without tax ) 9AM – 4PM
 Inuhariko : JPY 1700 ( without tax ) 9AM – 4PM
You will enjoy painting and drawing with a paint color for the folk toy no colored.
It will take about 20min to 1 hour.
After it’s dried, you can take it to your home soon.
******************************************************************************

What is ‘ Manekineko’ ?
Manekineko(Beckoning cat) is one of the good-luck articles peculiar to Japan.
It has been told about Maneki Neko that the cat raising right hand is inviting money and the cat raising left hand is
inviting customers, but has been reflected by the time changing, it is used beckoning luck to benefit on (love),(long life) and
(great hit on treasure lottery) etc

What is ‘ Inuhariko’ ?
In ancient time, people in Japan believe in that dog can give birth many babies easily so that dog will be
the symbol for easy delivery, being blessed with children, and good-luck charm.
At that time, the delivery was not easy at all, besides there were many stillborn babies as well. People
prayed so hard by making the Inuhariko to wish their safe delivery and being blessed with many
children.
Until now, Inuhariko folk toy is loved by people as a prayer for those wishes.

ATTENTION
 There is no English-speaking staff here. Therefore we have the English book filed with
the information of necessary notice and typical questions & Answers. Please read it very
well.
 We are very happy if you got the interest and questions, but we’re very sorry that we
can’t answer in English soon. Please send an Email in English 3 days before if you have
any questions. We will reply to you as soon as possible.
 All of our KIMONO and TSUBOSHOZOKU is not on sale.
 Smoking is not allowed in this experience time both in the shop ( included the ladies
room) and outside.
 Eating and drinking is allowed with KIMONO but Not with TSUBOSHOZOKU. Please
be careful when you eat and drink.
 Please kindly take care of our KIMONO and TSUBOSHOZOKU very much when you
wear as they are genuine traditional cloth. If they were in the bad condition when you
finished the experience, you may be required to pay the extra fee.


Photo shooting in the locker room and dress-up room is not allowed.

 ‘Momijino-Ga’ can’t have a responsibility for any troubles and injuries in your experience
time.
 We don’t have a Kimono Experience for male.
 The Kimono and Tsuboshozoku experience for children will be coming soon.

~ Thank you very much for your cooperation! ~

